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6 LOCH GOIL 
Loch Goil is approximately 9km long, a sinuous and narrow loch which branches north west 
from part-way up Loch long. It leaves the largely inaccessible western shore of Loch Long 5km 
north of Ardentinny and extends inland to Lochgoilhead. It is enclosed by relatively steep and 
rugged hillsides, which form an enclosed, almost fjord-like, setting. 
 
Existing on-shore development is largely limited to the head of the loch, which is the focus for 
the main settlement and also extensive holiday developments of chalet and caravan parks. A 
smaller settlement is accessed from a minor road down the west side of the loch at Carrick 
Castle. Single houses, set close to the loch shore but within the forest extend part way down the 
east shore. The mouth of the loch, where it links to Loch Long and its lower reaches are difficult 
to access and largely undeveloped. 
 
No existing fish farms have been identified on the loch. There are several piers and moorings, 
and the loch is popular for recreational boating. It is also used for submarine trials when it is 
then closed to other vessels1.  
 
The loch offers ‘better anchorages than Loch Long’2, and there are a number of moorings and 
temporary anchorages, notably at bays on the southwest shore near the mouth of the loch and 
at Carrick Castle as well as at Lochgoilhead. 
 
Loch Goil lies within the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park, and the loch effectively 
provides a marine ‘gateway’ into the Park via Loch Long.  
 
For the purposes of this study, Loch Goil, shown on Map 4, has been further subdivided into five 
coastal character areas, each of which have been mapped separately: 
 

• Rubha nan Eoin to Carrick Castle 
• Carrick Castle to Douglas Pier 
• Head of Loch Goil 
• Head of Loch Goil to Stuckbeg  
• Stuckbeg to Carraig nan Ron  

                                                
1 Clyde Cruising Club, CCC Sailing Directions and Anchorages ‘Firth of Clyde including Solway Firth and North 
Channel’, ed. Edward Mason, 2011, Imray, Laurie, Norie and Wilson Ltd. 
2 Clyde Cruising Club, CCC Sailing Directions and Anchorages ‘Firth of Clyde including Solway Firth and North 
Channel’, ed. Edward Mason, 2011, Imray, Laurie, Norie and Wilson Ltd. 
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6.1 Overview of conclusions 
The reverse ‘s’ bend of Loch Goil is its major topographical feature. Contained by steep forested 
slopes, this shape creates a sinuous curve which allows the loch to be revealed in sections, 
creating a sense of anticipation when travelling long its length. 
 
This high degree of enclosure can be almost fjord like in places, especially at the mouth of the 
loch, where it meets with Loch Long. At this point, the craggy, rugged land form and narrowing 
of the loch between Carraig na Maraig and Ardnahein further reinforces the sense of threshold 
at the mouth of the loch and reinforces the sense of anticipation which characterises the 
experience of this loch. 
 
The loch is used for recreational boating, and there are a number of mooring points, especially 
at the head of the loch, where boats and yachts are associated in part with the range of on 
shore holiday chalets and caravans. There is therefore often activity on the loch. 
 
The coastline is generally regular on the eastern shore, but on the western shore forms a series 
of subtle bays and small promontories. The western shore is also more accessible, with a road 
extending along the loch as far south as Carrick Castle, while the eastern shore is accessible 
largely only on foot south of Inverlounin.  
 
The result is that the eastern side of the loch is remarkably secluded, in marked contrast to the 
busy and highly developed head of the loch, where the village of Lochgoilhead lies tucked in the 
mouth of the glen, opposite extensive holiday development including caravan sites and chalet 
development, some of which extends up the hillside. 
 
While there is sporadic housing along the western side of the loch, the other major settlement is 
at Carrick Castle, where linear settlement sits along the base of a farmed alluvial fan. The 
Castle itself is a landmark feature which sits on a tiny peninsula which juts into the loch. 
 
Key issues which should be considered when assessing the landscape and visual implications 
of development in Loch Goil include: 

• The experience from the sea, which reveals the loch in sequence, reinforced by the 
reverse ‘s’ bend shape of the loch and the narrowing of the loch between Ardnahein and 
Carraig na Maraig 

• The visual importance of the ‘threshold’ between Loch Goil and Loch Long, where a 
narrow ‘gateway’ is framed by steep forested slopes creating a further sense of 
anticipation when entering the loch. 

• While there is scope for an additional low profile fish farm (any more than one is likely to 
create cumulative effects), this should be located where it does not intrude into the 
setting of this narrowing of the loch and takes advantage of the shadow and wooded 
backdrop of the eastern shoreline 

• The likelihood of visual clutter if additional development onshore or offshore is sited at or 
near to the head of the loch, where there is already a diverse range of developments the 
location and design of additional housing and other buildings needs to be carefully 
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planned, as the unifying relationship with topography has been compromised by more 
recent development 

• The setting of Carrick Castle, which is a land mark feature and focal point, located where 
it can overlook both the mouth of the loch and its upper reaches 

• The relationship between settlement and little bays, which is a key feature of settlement 
pattern along the western shore – any additional settlement should aim to follow this 
association 

• Any future infrastructure for forestry operations may include roads on steep slopes, 
where ‘cut and fill’ will be very visible. Care should be taken to minimise roading  

• Forest operations may require a jetty and loading facility, which would be best placed 
along with other infrastructure in the upper reaches of the of the loch 

• The potential for expanded access along the coast using future forest tracks could be 
considered – access from Ardgartan on Loch long, round Carraig nan Ron to 
Lochgoilhead could be an extended loop from the Cowal Way. 
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6.2 Rubha nan Eoin to Carrick Castle 
This lower, south western shore of Loch Goil includes the mouth of the loch where it meets Loch 
Long. This stretch of the loch includes its narrowest reach, at less than a kilometre and is very 
enclosed with steep sided hillsides forming a well defined sense of ‘threshold’ between this loch 
and Loch Long. 
 
This coastal character area lies within the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park. 
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6.2.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Rubha nan Eoin to Carrick Castle 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

This part of the coast contributes to the ‘gateway’ between Loch Long and Loch 
Goil and is therefore a transitional point for marine users. The narrowness of this 
‘threshold’, and its steep sides, creates a dramatic seascape experience which is 
heightened by the sense of intrigue created by the sinuous shape of the loch, 
which limits onward visibility along the length of the loch. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There are no existing fish farms. There is frequent recreational boating activity on 
this stretch of loch, including temporary anchorages at Toll nam Muc and Swines 
Hole, both of which are within sheltered bays east of Rubha Ardnahein. 
The MOD also use this loch, which during exercises is closed to other vessels. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

The coast is slightly irregular, with occasional small bays set between tiny alluvial 
fans. The narrow tidal reach reveals a slabby, rocky foreshore, which plunges into 
the loch from a steep forested hillside. The flat, grassy platforms of the alluvial 
fans offer a contrast to this edge. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Steep forested slopes rise directly from the coast. The hillside is rugged, with 
occasional rocky outcrops and small cliffs. Semi-natural oak-birch woodland along 
the lower edge merges with commercially grown spruce on the upper slopes. 
Woodland extends to the shoreline. The small flat grassland pastures on the 
alluvial outwashes contrast with the forested slopes. They appear to still be grazed 
occasionally. 

Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

Settlement is limited to a single former farm, at Ardnahein, located adjacent to a 
small watercourse on an alluvial fan. It includes converted outbuildings and 
holiday accommodation. 
A footpath links Carrick Castle with Ardentinny along this coast, and a network of 
forest roads extends through the woodland. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 

There are no exceptional coastal landmark features, although a striking erratic 
rock overlooks the conjunction of Loch Long and Loch Goil, from where there are 
fine views. 
From the loch, there are views west to Carrick Castle, which is a visual focal point 
in the adjacent coastal character type. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

This coast is undeveloped and accessible only on foot or other non-vehicular 
transport. This lack of development, as well as the semi-natural character of the 
woodland on the lower slopes, creates seclusion. Nevertheless, it is forested, and 
forest operations limit the sense of isolation. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The drama of the steep, almost fjord-like hillsides accentuate the narrowness of 
this pinchpoint in the loch and create a strong sense of arrival at the mouth of this 
loch. This is further emphasised by the sense of anticipation created by its curving 
form. This physical drama is a strong characteristic which gives a clear ‘sense of 
place’. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
viewpoints 
 

The loch is easily visible and overlooked from the access route which offers fine 
panoramic views, but is not otherwise widely visible from the shore. The sense of 
‘gateway’ and arrival at Loch Goil, and views of the steep hillsides, are significant 
views from the water.  
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6.2.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Rubha nan Eoin to Carrick Castle 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

High sensitivity 
The narrow expanse of the sea, the importance of this location as a dramatic 
gateway and as a less developed contrast to the east shore of Loch Long, the 
high visibility from the sea and the fine views and secluded character are all 
constraints to development.  
The relative regularity of the coastline, deep water which allows development 
close to shore and the dark forested backdrop could be exploited to reduce 
visibility of simple marine based structures. 

 
Settlement 
 

High sensitivity 
The secluded character is a constraint to development, although the distinct 
pattern of settlement associated with alluvial fans could be exploited. A key 
additional constraint is the extension of roads long this less accessible stretch of 
coast, as well as other infrastructure, such as overhead lines, which would 
reduce seclusion. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Very high sensitivity 
Opportunities to build coastal infrastructure are severely limited by the scenic 
quality, the secluded character and the simplicity of the dramatic character. The 
latter allows water-based users, in particular, to focus on the drama of the 
enclosure and sense of arrival created by the narrow, steep sided loch.  
There are nevertheless limited opportunities for a low level simple pontoon or 
jetty associated with the buildings at Ardnahein if required. 

 
Land management 

Some sensitivity 
Felling and restocking of the woodland will affect the setting of the ‘sense of 
gateway’ to the loch and the relative seclusion. 

 
6.2.3 Rubha nan Eoin to Carrick Castle: Opportunities and guidance 

• The dramatic landscape, the sense of arrival and the relatively 
secluded coast and hinterland is a pivotal point between Loch 
Long and Loch Goil, an area which could be further promoted as 
an attractive walking and cycling route.  

• The woodland management plan for the adjacent forest should 
take into account its role as a setting for this ‘gateway’ to Loch 
Goil, possibly promoting further regeneration of native woodland 
up the slopes, to a maintain continuous cover which will form a 
permanent, natural frame to reinforce the ‘threshold’ experience. 

• Some consideration should be given to establishing and 
promoting alternative ‘loops’ from the Cowal Way, to encourage 
access around the loch edges from village to village, rather than 
simply over the ridges. This could be a long distance largely off 
road cycle route. 
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6.2.4 Rubha nan Eoin to Carrick Castle: Photographs 
 

 
Carrick castle is visible in the distance in this photograph 
showing the sweep of the cure of the bay north of 
Ardnahein Point 

 
 

 
From Ardnahein Point looking to the mouth of Loch Goil 
and its junction with Loch Long 
 

 
The erratic above Rubha nan Eoin 

 
 

 
There is a well marked path which extends around this 
coast, often close to the shore, linking Carrick Castle with 
Ardentinny on Loch Long. 
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6.3 Carrick Castle to Douglas Pier 
Loch Goil is at this point generally an even width, about 1km wide, forming a gentle reverse ‘S’ 
bend which partially limits views, creating a slight sense of intrigue. Steep wooded slopes frame 
the loch, except at Carrick Castle, where a wide stretch of alluvial outwash creates gentle 
slopes linked to two river systems. 
 
Much of this coastal character area lies within the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park. 
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6.3.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Carrick Castle to Douglas Pier 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

The loch is well contained by steep slopes, which reinforce the sense of 
narrowness across the loch, and also frame views along the length of the loch 
when experienced from the water. The sinuous form of the loch adds a sense of 
intrigue as views along the loch are partially screened by landform. This feels like 
an interior loch, with little sense of the sea.  

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There are no existing fish farms. There is frequent recreational boating activity on 
this stretch of loch, including temporary anchorages at Carrick Castle. 
The MOD also use this loch, which during exercises is closed to other vessels. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

The coastline faces east and is slightly irregular. There are small indentations and 
tiny bays all along the length of this curved stretch of coast. The foreshore is often 
rocky, with a narrow tidal reach, but there are short stretches of shingle beach. 
Woodland extends to the shoreline in places. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Gentle slopes formed by river outwash and set out with grassland fields, form the 
backdrop to the settlement at Carrick Castle. Elsewhere, the upper hill slopes are 
rugged, steep-sided and clothed with commercial forestry. The lower slopes 
support mixed broadleaves, oak and birch based semi-natural woodland which 
extends right to the shoreline. There are occasional more open flat terraces on the 
alluvial fans. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

Settlement is focussed very much on the more fertile stretches of land associated 
with the alluvial outwash from the rivers. The largest settlement combines Carrick 
Castle and Cuilmuich, which extends along the lower edge of the fields, forming a 
broadly linear settlement curved along the bay north and south of the castle itself. 
There are several piers, the largest at Carrick castle (private) and Douglas Pier, 
from where motorboats can be hired. They are low profiled and modest, adding 
interest as point features along the coast. 
The narrow single-track road for the most part closely follows the coastline, 
following natural undulations in the topography, separating the settlement from the 
shore and winding through the woodland.  

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 
 

Carrick Castle, a 15th century tower house, is set on a narrow rocky promontory 
extending a short distance out from the shoreline. It forms a key focal point and 
landmark feature, carefully sited where it can have views both up the loch and to 
its mouth. Its’ setting, of mown grass, helps define a clear space and reinforce its 
focal position. It is privately owned. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

This coast is roaded and settled, with extensive stretches of commercial forestry 
on the slopes above the loch. It is therefore neither secluded nor isolated. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The sinuous form of the loch creates some sense of intrigue, and there is a 
modest amount of drama created by the narrowness of the loch juxtaposed with 
the steep sided hills. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
Viewpoints 
 
 

From the sea, the main visual focus is along the length of the loch although 
Carrick castle is also an immediate focal point. Views from the shore can be 
intermittent where screened by shoreline woodland and even more dense 
rhododendron, but at Carrick Castle and near to other alluvial fans are open, 
affording good views along the length of the loch both north and east.  
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6.3.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Carrick Castle to Douglas Pier 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

Some sensitivity 
The relatively regular shape of the coastline provides opportunities for simple 
linear structures to be accommodated to reflect coastline shape, especially if 
they could be sited close to the shore line and take advantage of the wooded 
shoreline to create a dark backdrop for off shore development. Woodland also 
creates intermittent visibility from the coastal road and existing maritime activity 
means that it is relatively easy to absorb additional activity.  
Nevertheless, high visibility from the water and from settlements, as well as the 
narrowness of the loch – which could be easily be dominated by even a small 
development, are key constraints, as is the setting of Carrick Castle. 

 
Settlement 
 

Some sensitivity 
The integrity of the settlement pattern is a key constraint, with settlement 
strongly associated with fertile alluvial plains and avoiding steep or convex 
shaped slopes. Carrick Castle has developed as infill along the rim of the plain 
forming a line facing the bay, with only limited opportunities for additional infill. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Some sensitivity 
The narrow, winding road contributes to the experience of the coast, especially 
as it is so well matched to the topography of the shoreline.  
Piers are low profile and modest, reflecting the generally domestic scale of most 
buildings (the exception is at Carrick, with the Tower House and the hotel), and 
any further development would need to reflect this pattern and scale. 

 
Land management 

High sensitivity 
The strong association between land use and landform, with woodland on the 
steeper slopes and pasture on level or gently sloping fertile terraces is a strong 
characteristic. 

 
6.3.3 Castle Carrick to Douglas Pier: Opportunities and guidance 

• The very clear settlement pattern, with built development located 
on alluvial fans, creates a well established, easy to follow pattern 
with some limited opportunities for infill at Carrick Castle 

• There are opportunities to develop modest pier structures, or to 
expand existing sites, if required, although the profile of these 
structures should remain low and reflect the small scale of 
buildings generally prevalent along this coastline 

• The setting of the tower house of Carrick Castle, as viewed from 
land or sea, should be respected and where possible enhanced 

• The woodland management plan for the adjacent forest should 
consider opportunities for routing timber lorries away from the 
narrow roads  

• There is potential opportunity for a single small fish farming 
structure sited close to the wooded foreshore and away from 
settlement north of Cuilmuich 
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6.3.4 Carrick Castle to Douglas Pier: Photographs 
 

 
Carraig Castle, seen here on its small promontory, is a 
landmark feature on Loch Goil 

 
 

 
The village of Carrick Castle extends round along sweep 
of a bay, at the mouth of a farmed alluvial fan 
 

 
The coast has a rocky foreshore outwith the bays, with 
woodland extending to the shoreline 

 
 

 
The narrow road is largely hidden in woodland, and 
broadleaved trees between the road and the shore limit 
views of the loch 
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6.4 Head of Loch Goil 
The Head of Loch Goil swings round to enclose a narrow stretch of water approximately 1km 
wide. The steep slopes which characterise much of the length of the loch extend to here, but 
they also enclose the shallower valleys of the Lettermay Burn and River Goil which form the 
focus of key settlements. 
 
The settlement of Lochgoilhead occupies a strategically significant location at the head of the 
loch. It has some fine buildings and a remarkable setting, but a number of unsympathetic 
developments have compromised its integrity. 
 
This coastal character area lies within the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park. 
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6.4.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Head of Loch Goil 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

Steep slopes, which reinforce the sense of narrowness across the loch, frame 
views along the length of the loch when experienced from the water. The sinuous 
form of the loch adds a sense of intrigue as views along the loch are partially 
screened by landform. This feels like an interior loch, with little sense of the sea.  

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There are no existing fish farms. There is frequent recreational boating activity on 
this stretch of loch, with temporary anchorages as well as permanent moorings at 
Lochgoilhead and near the Lettermay Burn. 
The MOD also use this loch, which during exercises is closed to other vessels. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

The coastline is gently indented with extensive ‘shoal water’ or shallows formed by 
alluvial outwash from the several rivers which feed into the head of the loch. At low 
tide these form larger areas of sandy, shingly tidal reach forming a soft shore. 
Along the sides of the loch there are some seawalls which form hard defences.  

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Extensive level land and gentle slopes formed by river outwash form the backdrop 
to the settlement. Some of these fertile slopes remain in agriculture, and the 
Drimsynie golf course retains the designed landscape with its fine feature trees. As 
a result, this end of the loch feels less enclosed and more overtly managed than 
the main length of the loch. Steep, often rugged, slopes define the mouths of the 
glens which radiate from the head of the loch, and are clad in forestry. 

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

Early settlement is associated with the alluvial fans and fertile outwash especially 
on the River Goil and the Lettermay Burn. More recent development, most of 
which is holiday development including chalet and caravan parks, also occupies 
steeper ground. The location and style of these buildings compromises the unity of 
the settlement.  The designed landscape provides a setting of Drumsynie Hotel. 
Scattered houses along the wooded lochside extend along the west facing shore. 
The narrow coastal road, often set on top of a retaining concrete seawall, extends 
inland at the head of the loch. Other coastal development includes a pier at 
Lochgoilhead and parking.  

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 
 

The large trees associated with the parkland at Drimsynie are an impressive and 
prominent feature. The house itself, which is set back from the coast, is also a 
landmark. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

This part of the loch is well settled and its setting is extensively developed. It is 
easily accessible and not secluded or isolated. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The mature policy trees are a feature of this landscape, although are more of a 
presence on the shore than from the sea. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
Viewpoints 
 
 

From the sea, the main visual focus is along the length of the loch. From the 
shore, views extend across the loch, and to key summits, for example Beinn 
Reithe, which form rugged profiles against the sky. The eye is also drawn into the 
glens which form the backdrop to the settlements. 
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6.4.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Head of Loch Goil 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

High sensitivity 
This area is well overlooked and potential visual clutter is a constraint to offshore 
structures in this narrow loch, which might obstruct key views down the loch.  
The coast is sweeping, shallow bays, and the accessible shoreline is widely 
used for recreation, a key activity in this holiday destination. 
The narrowness of the loch – which could be easily be dominated by even a 
small development – is a further constraint. 

 
Settlement 
 

Some sensitivity 
Much of the original settlement integrity, in terms of its association with alluvial 
fans, has been lost with recent development extending onto steeper slopes. 
Maintaining an extensive and well managed woodland setting is an important 
consideration if development is not to dominate the setting of this part of the 
loch. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Some sensitivity 
This area could accommodate additional piers and infrastructure associated with 
boating, as there is plenty of marine activity, a variety of coastal edge and 
associated development which provides a suitably developed context. However, 
further development would need to be well located and designed to minimise 
visual clutter and protect key views in this relatively busy landscape. 

 
Land management 

High sensitivity 
The pattern of fields maintains the rural character of this area, and forestry 
operations will need to take into account the holiday developments.  

 
6.4.3 Head of Loch Goil: Opportunities and guidance 

• There are opportunities to develop modest pier structures, or to 
expand existing sites, but only if these avoid adding to visual 
clutter and avoid interrupting key views 

• The setting of the settlement could be enhanced with increased 
woodland cover to help provide unity to the disparate 
developments 

• Any additional development should aim to provide coherence to 
the existing settlement pattern and building designs 

• The woodland management plan for the adjacent forest should 
consider opportunities for routing timber lorries away from the 
narrow roads  

• Maintain and enhance the policy woodland and feature trees 
which are an asset to the setting of this coastline 
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6.4.4 Head of Loch Goil: Photographs 
 

 
Drimsynie Hotel set in its parkland with chalets  

 
 

 
The narrow road extends close to the shore, here 
supported by sea defences. 

 
The bay is dotted with yachts and other boats 

 
 

 
The metal pier at Lochgoilhead, here being used to 
launch canoes and ribs by youngsters from a nearby 
outdoor centre 
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6.5 Head of Loch Goil to Stuckbeg  
This long curved stretch of coast overlooks an even width stretch of loch, contributing to the 
gentle reverse ‘S’ bend along Loch Goil which partially limits views, creating a slight sense of 
intrigue. Steep wooded slopes frame the loch on both shores, and along the base of these 
slopes on this coast are scattered houses linked by a narrow road. 
 
This coastal character area lies within the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park. 
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6.5.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Head of Loch Goil to Stuckbeg 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

The loch is well contained by steep slopes, which reinforce the sense of 
narrowness across the loch, and also frame views along the length of the loch 
when experienced from the water. The sinuous form of the loch adds a sense of 
intrigue as views along the loch are partially screened by landform. This feels like 
an interior loch, with little sense of the sea. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There are no existing fish farms. There is frequent recreational boating activity on 
this stretch of loch, associated with the moorings at the head of the loch. 
The MOD also use this loch, which during exercises is closed to other vessels. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

The coastline faces west and is relatively regular. The foreshore has a narrow, 
shingle tidal reach. Woodland extends to the shoreline in places, although 
stretches are occupied by dispersed housing. 

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Steep forested slopes rise directly from the coast. Semi-natural oak-birch 
woodland along the lower hillsides and coast merges with commercially grown 
spruce on the upper slopes. Woodland generally extends to the shoreline. There is 
a large amount of rhododendron in the woodland, especially in the north. 

Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 

Settlement is linear, a mix of smaller houses and large, sometimes ornate, villas. 
To the north it is relatively dense, linked by a narrow tarmac private road. As the 
road extends south, the settlement becomes more sparse, and the road finally 
gives way to a footpath along the coast and on to Stuckbeg, a couple of buildings 
located on an alluvial fan. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 

There are no landmark features along this coast. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

This coast is not isolated, and is only partly secluded. It is partially developed, with 
scattered or more dense housing along the lower slopes, linked by a narrow road. 
This and the presence of activity on the loch, the commercially managed 
woodland and the generally developed context, limit any sense of isolation. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 

There is some drama associated with the narrowness of the loch and the steep 
sides. This is further emphasised by the sense of anticipation created by its 
curving form. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
viewpoints 
 

Views focus along the length of the loch, and this side of the loch is also visible 
form the opposite shore. Key views from this coast are from the lochside housing. 
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6.5.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Head of Loch Goil to Stuckbeg 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

Some sensitivity 
The relatively regular shape of the coastline provides opportunities for simple 
linear structures to be accommodated to reflect coastline shape, especially if 
they could be sited close to the shore line and take advantage of the wooded 
shoreline to create a dark backdrop for off shore development. Woodland also 
creates intermittent visibility from the road and footpath and existing maritime 
activity means that it is relatively easy to absorb additional activity.  
Nevertheless, high visibility from the water and from the dispersed settlements, 
as well as the narrowness of the loch – which could be easily be dominated by 
even a small development, are key constraints. 

 
Settlement 
 

Some sensitivity 
The linear pattern of settlement, on narrow ledges either side of a narrow road, 
could be replicated, although considerable earth moving may be required, and 
this is likely to be the biggest impact. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Some sensitivity 
Opportunities to build coastal infrastructure are limited by the amount of earth 
moving that would be required for larger structures and access roads. But there 
are opportunities for smaller jetties and piers associated with housing along this 
coast.   

 
Land management 

Some sensitivity 
Felling and restocking of the woodland will be highly visible, and views from the 
opposite shore should take this into account. 

 
6.5.3 The Head of Loch Goil to Stuckbeg: Opportunities and guidance 

• There are opportunities to develop modest pier structures, or to 
expand existing sites, if required, although the profile of these 
structures should remain low and reflect the small scale of 
buildings generally prevalent along this coastline 

• Low profile offshore development, but only of a small size, could 
be accommodated set against the wooded shore line, although 
overlook from housing will limit location, size and type of 
development 

• While there are likely to be practical limitations to extending 
housing on this coast, the area could absorb additional housing 
set in well wooded grounds. 

• The woodland management plan for the forested slopes should 
consider opportunities for routing timber lorries away from the 
narrow roads  
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6.5.4 Head of Loch Goil to Stuckbeg: Photographs 
 

 
The narrow road links a linear settlement of individual 
houses, largely on the seaward side of the road, between 
Lochgoilhead and very nearly Inverlounin. 

 
 

 
The shore is rocky and shingly, but not easy to access 

 
The path to Stuckbeg is passable and is used, but is not 
always easy to access. There is extensive coverage of 
rhododendron along these lower slopes 

 
 

 
Stuckbeg is located on an alluvial fan, a small 
promontory, with extensive broadleaved woodland on the 
steep slopes behind. 
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6.6 Stuckbeg to Carraig nan Ron 
This lower, northern shore of Loch Goil includes the mouth of the loch where it meets Loch 
Long. This stretch of the loch includes its narrowest reach, at less than a kilometre and is very 
enclosed with steep sided hillsides forming a well defined sense of ‘threshold’ between this loch 
and Loch Long. 
 
This coastal character area lies within the Loch Lomond and Trossachs National Park. 
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6.6.1 Key seascape/landscape and visual characteristics 
 
 Stuckbeg to Carraig nan Ron 

 
Maritime influences and 
experience from the sea 
 

This part of the coast contributes to the ‘gateway’ between Loch Long and Loch 
Goil and is therefore a transitional point for marine users. The narrowness of this 
‘threshold’, and its steep sides, creates a dramatic seascape experience which is 
heightened by the sense of intrigue created by the sinuous shape of the loch, 
which limits onward visibility along the length of the loch. 

 
Maritime development and 
activity 

There are no existing fish farms. There is recreational boating activity on this 
stretch of loch.  
The MOD also use this loch, which during exercises is closed to other vessels. 

 
Character and experience 
of the coastline 
 

The coast is slightly irregular, with the most pronounced long curving Corran Bay 
facing due south overlooking the mouth of the loch. The narrow tidal reach reveals 
a narrow shingle beach with occasional rocky foreshore. The loch is contained by 
steep forested hillsides which reach to the shore.  

 
Topography and land use 
of hinterland 

Steep forested slopes rise directly from the coast. The hillside is rugged, with 
occasional rocky outcrops and small cliffs. A narrow band of semi-natural oak-
birch woodland along the lower edge merges with commercially grown conifers on 
the steep slopes.  

 
Settlement pattern, built 
development and 
infrastructure 
 

Settlement is limited to single cottages at Beach and at Corran, which appear to 
be accessible only by boat or on foot. 

 
Setting of landmarks and 
features 

There are no exceptional individual landmark features along this coast. 
From the loch, there are views to Carrick Castle on the western shore, which is a 
visual focal point. 

 
Experience of isolated 
coast 
 

This coast is undeveloped and accessible only by boat, or with difficulty, on foot. 
This lack of development and difficulty of access, as well as the semi-natural 
character of the woodland on the lower slopes, creates a sense of remoteness. 
Nevertheless, it is forested, and forest operations limit the sense of isolation. 

 
Aesthetic qualities 
 

The drama of the steep, almost fjord-like hillsides accentuate the narrowness of 
this pinchpoint in the loch and create a strong sense of arrival at the mouth of this 
loch. This is further emphasised by the sense of anticipation created by its curving 
form. This physical drama is a strong characteristic which gives a clear ‘sense of 
place’. 

 
Visual amenity and key 
viewpoints 
 

The loch is easily visible and overlooked from the water and from the road and 
forest access route on the opposite shore, which give good views to this side of 
the loch, including fine elevated panoramic views. The sense of ‘gateway’ and 
arrival at Loch Goil, and views of the steep hillsides, are significant views from the 
water.  
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6.6.2 Sensitivity of the seascape/landscape and visual amenity to development 

 Stuckbeg to Carraig nan Ron 

 
Off shore development 
including fish farms 
 
 

High sensitivity 
The narrow expanse of the sea, the importance of this location as a dramatic 
gateway and as a less developed contrast to the east shore of Loch Long, the 
high visibility from the sea and the fine views and relatively remote character are 
all constraints to development.  
The relative regularity of the coastline, deep water which allows development 
close to shore and the dark forested backdrop could be exploited to reduce 
visibility of simple marine based structures. 

 
Settlement 
 

High sensitivity 
The remote and dramatic character and scenic quality is a constraint to housing 
development. A key additional constraint is the extension of roads along this 
inaccessible stretch of coast, as well as other infrastructure, which would reduce 
seclusion. 

 
Other built development, 
including roads and 
coastal infrastructure 

Very high sensitivity 
Opportunities to build coastal infrastructure are severely limited by the scenic 
quality, the secluded character and the simplicity of the dramatic character. The 
latter allows water-based users, in particular, to focus on the drama of the 
enclosure and sense of arrival created by the narrow, steep sided loch. A very 
small, low level pontoon or wooden jetty at Corran would not detract from the 
landscape character. 

 
Land management 

Some sensitivity 
Felling and restocking of the woodland will affect the setting of the ‘sense of 
gateway’ to the loch and the relative seclusion. 

 
6.6.3 Stuckbeg to Carraig nan Ron: Opportunities and guidance 

• The dramatic landscape, the sense of arrival and the relatively 
secluded coast and hinterland is a pivotal point between Loch 
Long and Loch Goil, an area which could be further promoted as 
an attractive walking and cycling route.  

• The woodland management plan for the adjacent forest should 
take into account its role as a setting for this ‘gateway’ to Loch 
Goil, possibly promoting further regeneration of native woodland 
up the slopes, to a maintain continuous cover which will form a 
permanent, natural frame to reinforce the ‘threshold’ experience. 

• Some consideration should be given to establishing and 
promoting alternative ‘loops’ from the Cowal Way, to encourage 
access around the loch edges from village to village, rather than 
simply over the ridges. This could be a long distance largely off 
road cycle route. 

• No opportunities for on shore or offshore development were 
identified along this coast. 
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6.6.4  Stuckbeg to Carraig nan Ron: Photographs 
 

 
Carraig na Maraig from the sea – this rocky ridge 
contributes to the narrowing of the loch reinforcing the 
sense of gateway in and out of Loch Goil. 

 

 
Carraig nan Ron from an elevated viewpoint on the 
opposite shore – it marks the transition with Loch Long 

 
The reverse ‘s’ bend of Loch Goil is most obvious from 
this viewpoint, looking along the coast from Carraig nan 
Ron towards Stuckbeg 

 
 

 
Corran, a tiny cottage set on a small platform of grass 
behind this row of broadleaved trees, is the only 
settlement along this stretch of coast 
 

 
 


